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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

As part of the Connecticut River Valley Project, VELCO is proposing to upgrade its 

Hartford, Chelsea, and Ascutney substations.  

To assess whether these upgrades could have noise impacts,  RSG performed an assessment 

of existing conditions at each substation and the impact of the proposed modifications.  

This report addresses the impacts of the Chelsea substation, only.  We address the results of 

the Ascutney and Hartford analyses in separate reports. 

At the Chelsea substation, VELCO proposes to add a single 115 kV bus, three breaker ring 

bus, new control building, and upgrade 46 kV equipment. Aside from a small HVAC unit in 

the control building, and rare breaker activation, these modifications will not generate any 

substantial change in the sound generated by the facility.  

However, to establish baseline sound level conditions, we conducted data collection and 

analyses, as described below: 

 Short-term monitoring was conducted to establish the baseline sound emissions 

(sound power) from the two existing transformers at the Chelsea substation. In 

addition, sound was monitored along the fence-line with transformer fans both 

running and idle. 

 One-week of long-term sound levels were measured at three locations around 

the Chelsea substation, near the fence-line and near two of the closest 

neighbors. 

 The substation transformers were clearly audible with characteristic 

tones near the substation fence. The nighttime L90 was found to be 45 

dBA at this location. 

 At the residences (330 and 620 feet away), the measured sound was not 

tonal. At the closer residence, the substation tone at 120 Hz is 

discernible in the spectrograms during  quiet nighttime hours. At the 

further residence, the substation was largely not discernible in the 

spectrograms. The nighttime L90 was 48 dBA at the closer residence 

and 44 dBA at the further residence. The higher sound level at the 

closer residence is due to sound from a nearby stream rather than from 

the substation. 

Since sound levels are not expected to change at the VELCO Chelsea substation, we 

conclude that the modifications to the Chelsea substation as part of Connecticut River 

Valley Project, will not change the character of these areas and thus will not create an undue 

adverse impact on surrounding areas due to noise. For the same reasons, at this time, we do 

not recommend a post-construction noise study be conducted. 
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INTRODUCTION 

VELCO is performing upgrades to the electrical transmission system in the eastern part of 

Vermont, affecting the Hartford, Chelsea, and Ascutney substations.  

As part of the permitting for this project, VELCO hired RSG to perform a noise impact 

assessment of the proposed changes. This report focuses on the Chelsea substation, 

determining the noise from current operations and predicting impact due to proposed 

changes to operations. Included in this report are: 

 Project description; 

 Acoustics primer; 

 Noise limits applied to the project; 

 Sound level monitoring procedures; 

 Sound level monitoring results; 

 Summary; and 

 Conclusions. 

We provide an impact analysis for the Ascutney and Hartford substations under separate 

reports.  
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1.0 PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

The VELCO Chelsea substation is located approximately 200 meters (660 feet) south of 

East Randolph Road in the Town of Chelsea, Vermont, as is shown in Figure 1. The 

substation is located approximately 3,600 meters (2.2 miles) southwest of Chelsea Village on 

the south side of a valley. Cram Brook is located in the bottom of the valley, approximately 

50 meters (160 feet) northeast of the substation. There are several residences near the 

substation, the closest is 145 meters (480 feet) to the northwest and next closest is 155 

meters (510 feet) to the north-northeast. Vermont 110 is located approximately 490 meters 

(1,610 feet) to the east. Equipment currently at the substation consists of: 

 A 115/46 kV transformer; 

 Three 46 kV breakers; 

 A 46/12.5 kV transformer; and 

 Distribution assets. 

Figure 2 shows a close-up view of the substation. The background orthographic image 

shows the substation in its current configuration and “site-lines” show proposed 

modifications to the substation, including addition of a 115 kV bus, addition of a new 

control building, and an extension of the fence-line on the northeast and southeast sides. 

Equipment changes to the Chelsea substation will include addition of: 

 A 115 kV ring bus with breakers; 

 A new control building; and 

 46 kV equipment upgrades. 

The breakers activate a few times a year, and thus are not considered to generate substantial 

noise over time. The control building is expected to have a small HVAC unit to control 

interior temperature, but little noise from this is expected outside of the property line. The 

115 kV bus and equipment are too low in voltage to generate substantial corona noise. As a 

result, none of these changes are expected to significantly impact sound emissions from the 

substation. 
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FIGURE 1: VELCO CHELSEA SUBSTATION - AREA MAP 
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FIGURE 2:  VELCO CHELSEA SUBSTATION - SITE MAP 
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2.0 PROJECT NOISE LIMITS 

The Connecticut River Valley Project is being reviewed by the Public Service Board under 

Section 248 of Title 30.  As such, noise limits contained within municipal zoning ordinances 

do not apply to the Project. 

There are no Vermont statutes or regulations that establish quantitative noise standards 

applicable to this project.   

The Vermont Public Service Board has often used the “Quechee Test” to determine 

whether noise would cause an undue adverse impact. Under this test, we first consider 

whether the project impact is adverse. An adverse impact would be where the project is out of 

character with the surrounding area. In this case, we would determine the character of the 

soundscape surrounding the project by sound monitoring, then determine whether the 

project substantially changes that soundscape. If it does, then we would proceed with the 

next section of the Quechee Test that assesses whether the impact is unduly adverse. 

The Public Service Board can also address noise under “Air Pollution”. However, for noise 

to rise to this level, it would generally have to have a direct impact to health, likely from 

hearing loss. This would occur under much higher levels than what is treated under 

aesthetics. As such, if a project does not have an undue adverse impact under aesthetics, it 

does also not have an undue impact under air pollution. 
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3.0 SOUND LEVEL MONITORING PROCEDURES 

Sound monitoring was conducted over both short- and long-term time frames. The short-

term measurements were generally a few minutes in duration and focused on quantifying the 

sound emissions from the substation equipment. The long-term measurements were 

conducted over a week, and focused on quantifying sound levels outside of the substation, 

near neighboring residences. 

3.1  |  SHORT-TERM 

Pre-construction short-term sound level monitoring was performed at the Chelsea 

substation. The purpose of this monitoring was to determine sound emissions from existing 

equipment.  

Short term monitoring was performed at the Chelsea substation on January 12, 2015. 

Weather during monitoring featured overcast skies, with temperatures between 20 and 25 °F 

(-7 to -4 °C) and winds between 0 and 9 mph (0 and 4 m/s). Snow fell during the entire 

monitoring period. 1 

Larson Davis LD831 ANSI/IEC Type 1 sound level meters were used for monitoring, 

logging A-weighted and 1/3 octave band equivalent average (Leq) sound pressure levels 

once each second. Meters were calibrated before and after measurements with a Larson 

Davis LD200 calibrator. During fence-line measurements, meters were mounted on tripods 

at a height of approximately 1.5 meters (5 feet). During transformer sound power 

measurements, microphones were mounted on a custom-made tripod at heights of 4.1 and 

8.3 feet (1.2 and 2.5 meters) for the VELCO transformer and 3.25 and 6.5 feet (1 and 2 

meters) for the GMP transformer. These heights correspond with 1/3 and 2/3 of the 

transformer tank height. 

3.2  |  LONG-TERM 

Long-term monitoring was performed at three locations near the substation to measure the 

prevalence of substation noise and characterize the overall soundscape at nearby residences. 

Monitoring took place from May 6 to 13, 2015. Monitoring locations are shown in Figure 3 

and descriptions are in the sections below. During this period temperatures ranged from 38 

to 82 °F (3 to 28 °C), with winds that ranged up to 24 mph (11 m/s). There was rain on May 

11 and 13. During the monitoring period, there was no snow on the ground. At setup there 

were no tree leaves evident, but leaves did begin to come out during the monitoring period. 

Given the clear line-of-sight to the substation, the leaves would have had no impact on the 

measured sound levels. 

Monitoring was performed using Cesva SC310 and Svantek SV 979 ANSI/IEC Type 1 

sound level meters logging A-weighted equivalent average and 1/3 octave band sound levels 

                                                      
1 Temperature and precipitation data for monitoring at the Chelsea substation was obtained from the 
Montpelier, VT airport www.wunderground.com site.  

http://www.wunderground.com/
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once each second. The Cesva was connected to a Roland Edirol R-05 audio recorder and the 

Svanteks used internal audio recording to allow for sound source identification and 

soundscape characterization. Microphones were mounted on wooden stakes at a height of 

1.5 meters (4.5 feet) and were covered with 7 inch (180mm) hydrophobic windscreens to 

minimize wind-caused pseudo-sound. The system was calibrated both before and after the 

measurements. An anemometer was positioned at the substation monitoring location to 

measure wind speed.  

 

FIGURE 3: CHELSEA SUBSTATION LONG-TERM MONITORING LOCATIONS 

NORTHWEST MONITOR 

The Northwest monitor was located near a residence that shares its driveway with the 

Chelsea substation. This monitor’s purpose was to measure the existing soundscape at this 

residence and other residences to the northwest of the Chelsea substation. The monitor was 

located approximately 45 meters (148 feet) south-southwest of that residence, and 

approximately 100 meters (330 feet) north of the substation. Cram Brook is located 
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approximately 45 meters (150 feet) to the east and downhill, and East Randolph Road is 

located approximately 140 meters (460 feet) to the northeast.  The monitor was situated on 

the edge of a ravine containing Cram Brook and just inside of a clearing that contains the 

Chelsea substation access road. 

 

FIGURE 4: CHELSEA SUBSTATION - NORTHWEST LONG-TERM MONITOR 

NORTHEAST MONITOR 

The northeast monitor was located at the closest residence to the northeast of the 

substation, and was located approximately 190 meters (620 feet) from the substation and 100 

meters (330 feet) to the west of the associated residence. The purpose of the monitor was to 

measure the soundscape at residences northeast of the substation. Cram Brook is located 

approximately 60 meters (200 feet) to the southwest and East Randolph road is located 

approximately 80 meters (260 feet) to the north. A VAST (Vermont Association of Snow 

Travelers) snowmobile trail runs between this monitor and the associated residence to the 

northeast in the winter. 
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FIGURE 5:  CHELSEA SUBSTATION - NORTHEAST LONG-TERM MONITOR 

SUBSTATION MONITOR 

The Substation monitor was near to a utility pole, located in an open field that is part of the 

transmission line right-of-way and is approximately 20 meters (66 feet) from the southeast 

corner of the substation. This monitor was intended to capture substation sound emissions. 

Cram Brook and East Randolph Road are located approximately 90 and 210 meters (300 and 

690 feet) to the northeast respectively, and Vermont 110 is located approximately 460 meters 

(1,510 feet) to the east.   
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FIGURE 6: CHELSEA SUBSTATION - SUBSTATION LONG TERM MONITOR 
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4.0 SOUND LEVEL MONITORING RESULTS 

4.1  |  SHORT-TERM SOUND MONITORING RESULTS 

FENCE-LINE MEASUREMENTS 

Fence-line measurement results from the Chelsea substation are shown in Figure 7. Fans Off 

(ONAN) sound levels ranged from 47 to 60 dBA and Fans On (ONAF) sound levels ranged 

from 48 to 62 dBA.  During measurements, the dominating sound sources were the two 

transformers, except in the western corner, where a climate control unit on a trailer cycled 

on and off. Vehicle noise on nearby roads was intermittently audible.  

The spectrum at the loudest ONAN location is shown in Figure 8. Tonal prominence is 

apparent in the 125 Hz, 250 Hz, and 630 Hz 1/3 octave bands, typical of transformer noise. 

Under ONAN, both the 125 Hz and 630 Hz 1/3 octave bands meet the ANSI 12.9 Part 4 

definition for being tonal, as shown in Figure 9. This is normal, as the transformer sound is 

almost entirely from magnetostriction of the core and windings, creating sound at twice the 

line frequency of 60 Hz and its first few harmonics (typically 240 Hz, 360 Hz, 480 Hz, 600 

Hz). 
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FIGURE 7: CHELSEA SUBSTATION – PRE—CONSTRUCTION FENCE-LINE MEASUREMENT 
RESULTS 
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FIGURE 8:  CHELSEA SUBSTATION – LOUDEST ONAN FENCE-LINE LOCATION SPECTRAL 
SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL 

 

FIGURE 9:  CHELSEA SUBSTATION - TONAL PROMINENCE AT LOUDEST ONAN FENCE-
LINE LOCATION 

SOUND POWER MEASUREMENTS 

Measurements were made of the two transformers at the Chelsea substation. The primary 

transformer is owned by VELCO and a smaller distribution transformer is owned by Green 

Mountain Power (GMP). 

The sound power level of the VELCO transformer is 97 dBA ONAN and ONAF, with a 

sound pressure level of 78 dBA ONAN and 76 dBA ONAF, as is shown in Table 1. As 
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shown in Figure 10, the ONAN spectrum exhibits tonal prominence, while the ONAF 

spectrum does not. 

 

FIGURE 10:  CHELSEA SUBSTATION - VELCO TRANSFORMER SOUND POWER SPECTRUM 

The sound power of the GMP transformer is 93 dBA ONAN with a sound pressure level of 

73 dBA ONAN. This transformer does not have fans, so there is no ONAF condition. The 

sound power spectrum is shown in Figure 11. Tonal prominence is exhibited in the 125 Hz 

and 250 Hz 1/3 octave bands. 

 

 

FIGURE 11: CHELSEA SUBSTATION - GMP TRANSFORMER SOUND POWER SPECTRUM 
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TABLE 1:  CHELSEA SUBSTATION - TRANSFORMER SOUND POWER MEASUREMENT 
RESULTS 

  

4.2  |  LONG-TERM SOUND MONITORING RESULTS 

NORTHWEST MONITOR 

Spectrograms for a typical day are shown in Appendix A for this and all other monitoring 

locations. Spectrograms are images that apply colors to different sound levels and plot those 

sound levels over time. In this case, the sound level frequency is shown on the y-axis and 

time is shown on the x-axis. Quiet sound levels are indicated by dark blue colors and loud 

sound levels are indicated by orange or yellow colors. Substation noise is occasionally 

evident in spectrograms, primarily during quiet nighttime periods. Other dominant noise 

sources are Cram Brook, airplane flyovers, birds, yard maintenance, and traffic along East 

Randolph Road. 

The time history for the Northwest monitoring location is shown in Figure 12. Data 

attributable to rain, wind, and loud anomalous sources was removed. For example, data on 

May 11 and May 12 was omitted due to an extended period of rain. At night the Leq and 

L90 sound pressure levels are almost identical, but during the day there are small differences. 

This difference is created by an increase in intermittent sounds, such as traffic, birds, and 

yard maintenance. The steadiness of overall sound levels is due to dominance of sound from 

Cram Brook. The overall Leq was 49 dBA during the day and at night and the L90 was 47 

dBA during the day and 48 dBA at night, as is shown in Table 2. 

To focus on sounds from the substation in the absence of background sound, we analyzed 

the quietest portion of the night. Since substation sound is relatively constant and 

background sound is variable, the quietest time of night would be when the substation is 

most noticeable. A spectrum from the quietest nighttime 10-minute L90 measured at the 

monitor, shown in Figure 13, indicates an 8 dB prominence in the 125 Hz 1/3 octave band, 

indicative of substation sound. Sound in the frequency range from the 315 Hz to 4 kHz 1/3 

octave bands is caused by Cram Brook. Figure 14 shows that the ANSI 12.9 Part 4 criteria 

for tonality is not met in any 1/3 octave band.  

(dBA) (dBZ) (dBA) (dBZ)

ONAN 78 81 97 100

ONAF 76 80 97 101

GMP Transformer ONAN 73 78 93 98

Sound 

Pressure Level

Sound Power 

Level

Velco Transformer

Cooling 

Mode
Transformer
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FIGURE 12:  VELCO CHELSEA SUBSTATION TIME HISTORY - NORTHWEST MONITOR 

 

FIGURE 13:  VELCO CHELSEA SUBSTATION QUIETEST L90 - NORTHWEST MONITOR 

Stream Noise 
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FIGURE 14: VELCO CHELSEA SUBSTATION QUIETEST L90 TONAL PROMINENCE - 
NORTHWEST MONITOR 

TABLE 2:  VELCO CHELSEA SUBSTATION OVERALL SOUND LEVELS - NORTHWEST 
MONITOR 

 

NORTHEAST MONITOR 

Primary sound sources at this location are traffic from Vermont 110 and East Randolph 

Road, Cram Brook, airplane overflights, birds, an unidentified low frequency sound, and 

building construction to the northwest. Substation noise is rarely evident in the data.   

Figure 15 shows sound levels over time for the Northeast monitor at the VELCO Chelsea 

substation. Compared to the Northwest monitor, there is more diurnal variation, and a 

greater difference between the Leq and L90 during the day. This is due to the proximity of 

construction, producing intermittent sounds. The Leq is also overall more variable at this 

location, due to both road traffic and construction. Overall long-term sound levels are steady 

due to water flow from Cram Brook. The overall Leq is 45 dBA during the day and night 

and the L90 is 43 dBA during the day and 44 dBA at night, as is shown in Table 3. 

Figure 16 shows the spectrum of the lowest nighttime L90 at this monitor. There is a 

prominence of less than 1 dB in the 125 Hz 1/3 octave band, which is where substation 

noise would otherwise be visible. Substation noise was rarely evident in the data.  Figure 17 

shows that the ANSI 12.9 Part 4 criteria for tonality is not met in any 1/3 octave band. 

LAeq LA90 LA50 LA10

Period 49 47 48 50

Day 49 47 48 50

Night 49 48 49 50

Time 

Period

Sound Pressure Level (dBA)
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FIGURE 15:  VELCO CHELSEA SUBSTATION TIME HISTORY - NORTHEAST MONITOR 

 

 

FIGURE 16:  VELCO CHELSEA SUBSTATION QUIETEST L90 - NORTHEAST MONITOR 
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FIGURE 17: VELCO CHELSEA SUBSTATION QUIETEST L90 TONAL PROMINENCE - 
NORTHEAST MONITOR 

TABLE 3: VELCO CHELSEA SUBSTATION OVERALL SOUND LEVELS - NORTHEAST 
MONITOR 

 

SUBSTATION MONITOR 

Primary sound sources at the Substation monitor included airplane overflights, birds, the 

substation transformers, and car pass-bys.  

Figure 18 shows sound levels over time for the Substation monitor. This location does not 

have a consistent diurnal variation, unlike the Northeast and Northwest locations. This 

location was less influenced by Cram Brook, resulting in less consistent sound pressure levels 

overall. An unusual characteristic of the data is the increase in sound level that begins at 

night. These increases are best correlated with transformer sound at 630 Hz. Figure 19 

shows the A-weighted Leq compared to un-weighted sound levels in the 630 Hz 1/3 octave 

band. The 630 Hz 1/3 octave band contains the fifth harmonic (600 Hz) of transformer 

noise. This harmonic is evident in the transformer sound power measurements shown in 

Figure 10 and Figure 11. The 630 Hz 1/3 octave band shows high correlation with A-

weighted levels, but the reason for the fluctuations in the A-weighted sound pressure levels 

and 630 H 1/3 octave band are not known. The overall Leq is 47 dBA during the day and 48 

dBA at night and the L90 is 43 dBA during the day and 45 dBA at night, as is shown in 

Table 4. 

LAeq LA90 LA50 LA10

Period 45 43 45 46

Day 45 43 44 47

Night 45 44 45 46

Sound Pressure Level (dBA)Time 

Period
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Figure 20 shows the lowest 10-minute L90 spectrum at this monitor. The prominence in the 

125, 250 Hz, and 630 Hz 1/3 octave bands are characteristic of the transformer sound. 

Figure 21 shows that the ANSI 12.9 Part 4 criteria for tonality is met in the 250 Hz 1/3 

octave band. This is not surprising, due to the proximity of the sound level meter to the 

substation.  

 

FIGURE 18:  VELCO CHELSEA SUBSTATION TIME HISTORY - SUBSTATION MONITOR 

 

FIGURE 19:  VELCO CHELSEA SUBSTATION TIME HISTORY - SUBSTATION MONITOR - 
LAEQ AND 630 HZ 1/3 OCTAVE BAND COMPARISON 
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FIGURE 20:  VELCO CHELSEA SUBSTATION QUIETEST L90 - SUBSTATION MONITOR 

 

FIGURE 21:  VELCO CHELSEA SUBSTATION QUIETEST L90 TONAL PROMINENCE - 
SUBSTATION MONITOR 

TABLE 4:  VELCO CHELSEA SUBSTATION OVERALL SOUND LEVELS - SUBSTATION 
MONITOR 

 

LAeq LA90 LA50 LA10

Period 48 44 47 50

Day 47 43 46 49

Night 48 45 48 51

Sound Pressure Level (dBA)Time 

Period
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5.0 SOUND PROPAGATION MODELING  

No substantial noise is expected from the new equipment to be installed at the Chelsea 

substation, other than rare breaker activation and HVAC noise at the control building. As a 

result, no sound modeling was performed for the substation. 
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6.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In order to address reliability deficiencies in the area, VELCO’s Connecticut River Valley 

Project will include the addition of new equipment at the Ascutney, Hartford, and Chelsea 

Substations. As part of the Section 248 process for obtaining a Certificate of Public Good 

for the project, RSG performed sound level monitoring at the Chelsea substation. Results 

are as follows: 

1. No equipment that would produce substantial audible noise outside the substation 

will be added to the Chelsea Substation. Breaker activations are expected to be rare, 

the HVAC system for the control building is not expected to generate significant 

noise, and the voltage of the ring bus is too low to generate significant corona noise. 

2. Short-term monitoring was performed of the existing substation equipment at the 

Chelsea substation.  The sound power of the existing VELCO transformer was 97 

dBA Fans Off (ONAN) and Fans On (ONAF) and the sound power of the existing 

Green Mountain Power (GMP) transformer was 93 dBA ONAN. Fence-line 

measurements were between 47 and 60 dBA ONAN and between 48 and 62 dBA 

ONAF. 

3. Background sound levels were measured adjacent to the Chelsea substation at three 

different locations for a period of one week. Of the three locations, substation 

sound was consistently observed at the monitor close to the substation. During the 

quietest ten-minute periods (lowest background sound level), measured sound was 

only tonal at this same location. Other sound sources included car passbys, nearby 

construction, airplane overflights, and Cram Brook. At the closest residences, 

substation noise was only evident during quiet nighttime periods and at relatively 

low sound levels. At these times, the sound was not tonal. 

Since sound levels are not expected to change at the VELCO Chelsea Substation, we 

conclude that the Connecticut River Valley Project will not change the character of the area, 

and will thus not create an undue adverse impact on the surrounding area due to noise. For 

the same reasons, at this time, we do not recommend a post-construction noise study be 

conducted. 
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APPENDIX A: LONG-TERM MONITORING 
SPECTROGRAMS 
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FIGURE 22: CHELSEA SUBSTATION - NORTHEAST MONITOR SPECTROGRAM 
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FIGURE 23:  CHELSEA SUBSTATION - NORTHWEST MONITOR SPECTROGRAM 
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FIGURE 24: CHELSEA SUBSTATION - SUBSTATION MONITOR SPECTROGRAM 
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APPENDIX B: ACOUSTICS PRIMER 

Sound consists of tiny, regular fluctuations in ambient air pressure. The size, or amplitude, of 

these fluctuations determines the sound pressure level, which is expressed in decibels (dB). A 

change of 10 decibels in sound pressure level is a factor of 10 change in pressure fluctuation 

amplitude. Sound pressure level can be characterized in many different ways. Sound pressure 

levels measured in one location are constantly changing as sources of sound begin, end, or 

come and go. It is for this reason that sound levels are characterized in terms of averages 

over time.  

The most common way of describing noise over time is statistically, in terms of a set of 

defined level types. Each level type is designated by the letter “L” followed by an indication 

of what type of statistic was used to calculate it. An example is shown in Figure 25. The 

sound level at each instant of time is the grey trace going from left to right. Over the total 

time it was measured (100 measurement time periods in the Figure), the sound spends 

certain fractions of the time near various levels, ranging from the minimum (about 37 dB in 

the Figure) to the maximum (about 68 dB in the Figure). Simple statistics are used to 

determine for what percentage of time the sound is louder than any given level. These levels 

are described in the following Sections. 

 

FIGURE 25:  EXAMPLE OF DESCRIPTIVE TERMS OF SOUND MEASUREMENT OVER TIME 

B.1 | MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM LEVEL –  LMIN AND LMAX 

Lmin and Lmax are the minimum and maximum sound levels, respectively, monitored over 

a defined period of time. They define the total range over which sound levels varied at the 

monitoring location during that monitoring period.  
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B.2 | PERCENTILE SOUND LEVEL - LN 

Percentile sound levels describe the statistical distribution of sound levels over time. “LN” is 

the level above which the sound spends “N” percent of the time. For example, L90 (the 

“residual base level”) is the sound level exceeded 90% of the time: the sound is louder than 

L90 most of the time. L10 is the sound level that is exceeded only 10% of the time: L10 

represents the higher, but less frequent, sound levels. L50 (the “median level”) is exceeded 

50% of the time: half the time the sound is louder than L50, and half the time it is quieter 

than L50. 

For long-term, continuous sounds like those from an electrical transformer, L90 is often a 

good representation of the average sound from the transformer. It tends to filter out other 

short-term environmental sounds that aren’t part of the source being investigated. These 

could include such events as barking dogs, vehicles driving by, gusts of wind, and work 

operations. The residual sound, or L90, is the sound that is present in the absence of these 

noises. 

B.3 | EQUIVALENT AVERAGE SOUND LEVEL - LEQ 

One of the most common ways of describing sound levels is in terms of the Continuous 

Equivalent Sound Level, or Leq. The Leq is the average sound pressure level over an entire 

monitoring period. Because higher decibel levels describe much louder sounds, loud and 

infrequent sources have a larger impact on the resulting average sound level than quieter and 

more frequent noises. For example, in Figure 25, the median sound level L50 is about 47 

dBA, but the Continuous Equivalent Sound Level (Leq) is 53 dBA. Leq is the most 

commonly used descriptor in noise standards and regulations; it somewhat favors the higher 

sound levels and is representative of sound that takes place over time. 

Note that the monitoring period used to calculate Leq could be for any amount of time, but 

it is always clearly defined. It could be one second (denoted Leq (1-sec)), one hour (Leq (1)), 

or 24 hours (Leq (24)). 

B.4 | SOUND FREQUENCY SPECTRUM 

For analysis purposes, sound energy can be broken down into different frequency divisions, 

or bands. These bands are similar to musical pitches, from low tones to high tones. The 

most common division is the standard Octave Band. An octave is the range whose lower 

frequency limit is one-half of its upper frequency limit. An Octave Band is identified by its 

center frequency. For example, the 500 Hz Octave Band includes all sound whose 

frequencies range between 354 Hz (Hertz, or cycles per second) and 707 Hz. The band 

whose frequencies are twice as high is one octave higher. It is centered at 1,000 Hz with a 

range between 707 Hz and 1,414 Hz. The range of human hearing is divided into 10 

standard Octave Bands: 31.5 Hz, 63 Hz, 125 Hz, 250 Hz, 500 Hz, 1 kHz, 2 kHz, 4 kHz, 8 

kHz, and 16 kHz. For analyses that require finer frequency detail, each octave-band can be 

subdivided. One such subdivision creates three smaller bands within each Octave Band, or 

so-called 1/3-Octave Bands. 
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B.5 | HUMAN RESPONSE TO LOUDNESS BY FREQUENCY 

Sound pressure levels are expressed in terms of decibels (dB). Since the human ear is not 

sensitive to all frequencies equally, sounds at some frequencies, despite having the same 

measured decibel level, seem louder than others. In particular, human hearing is much more 

sensitive to medium pitches than to very low or very high pitches. For example, a tone 

measuring 80 dB at 500 Hz (a medium pitch) sounds quite a bit louder than a tone 

measuring 80 dB at 63 Hz (a very low pitch).  

To compensate for this effect, acousticians apply filters, known as “frequency weightings,” 

in describing a measured sound level. The most common weighting scale used in 

environmental noise analysis is the so-called A-weighting. This weighting represents the 

sensitivity of the human ear to sounds of moderate level. When a reported sound level has 

been filtered using A-weighting, it is usually denoted with the unit “dBA” or “dB(A).”  

When sound levels are much louder, such as blasts or sonic booms, the human ear hears 

many of the frequencies more equally. In those cases, a different weighting scale, called C-

weighting, is used to report sound levels. It is usually denoted with the unit “dBC” or 

“dB(C).” 

When no frequency filters or weightings have been applied, the sound level is formally 

denoted with the unit “dBZ” or “dB(Z),” where Z represents “zero-weighting.” 

 


